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POWER. PURPOSE. PROFIT. PEACE.

These are the core focus areas of The Catalyst Signature Program, a year-long group consulting
solution for women entrepreneurs committed to leaving their mark. Created by entrepreneur,
consultant, and educator Jennifer Maggiore, this program represents her most effective proprietary
materials and systems for scaling a business to support your lifestyle while building your legacy.
Jennifer offers pragmatic advice based on her experience building successful, lucrative, awardwinning businesses. The program consists of training calls, a self-guided curriculum, fresh ideas,
and heartfelt conversations about how to get what you want. She identifies potential pitfalls and
self-limiting behaviors, and helps you to evaluate possible solutions, set goals, and stay on track
along the way.
This guide explains the three group-level options offered within The Catalyst Signature Program;
Activate (for startup and newer business owners), Accelerate (for new and established business
owners), and Elite (entrepreneurs seeking personal and professional growth, developing as industry
leaders, and exploring the next evolution of their careers). It also explains what each level includes,
FAQs and Key Dates, a note from Jennifer, and participant results.
A note on results - these results are not uncommon - but this program is only as good as the
commitment you make to yourself and your participation in the program. We'd love to answer your
questions, sign up for a 30-minute time slot with Jennifer here. Thank you for joining the Catalyst
community, we're glad you're here!

CONTACT US
Office (480) 270-5395
7975 North Hayden Road, Ste D285
Scottsdale, AZ 85258
brandwithcatalyst.com
@jennmaggiore
fb.me/catalystjennifermaggiore

Jennifer is truly a joy to work with. I’ve gained so much clarity about the direction I want to take my
business. She’s smart, strategic, and wildly creative. What I really love is how she listens to me…
there’s no one-size-fits-all… but she’ll also gently push me outside my comfort zone and challenge me
to think in a way I never have. Best of all, she genuinely cares about my success.
-Barbara Huson (formerly Barbara Stanny),
Leading Authority on Women, Wealth, + Power, author of Sacred Success
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GROUP OPTIONS

Questions? Call our team at 480-270-5395 or set up a video call at
brandwithcatalyst.com/schedule
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FAQs
HOW DO I KNOW IF THE PROGRAM IS RIGHT FOR ME?
You're ready for The Catalyst Signature Program if you're ready for the support and advice that will allow you
to step outside of your comfort zone. This program is right for you if want accountability, to cut
experimentation time, to pursue audacious goals and to leave a legacy of impact. The conversations and
materials in this program will help you to gain clarity around your product offerings, marketing messages,
sales process, and pricing. You'll draw strength and confidence from our community of ambitious, purposedriven, women, who enjoy constructive feedback and fresh ideas. Keys to success include regularly joining
the training calls or listening to recordings, utilizing the program materials, and participating in the online
group.

HOW DO I ENROLL?
When you're ready to enroll, visit brandwithcatalyst.com/enroll to choose the program and payment plan
that's right for you.

HOW MUCH DOES THE PROGRAM COST? ARE PAYMENT PLANS AVAILABLE?
The program starts at $2,340 per year for the Activate Group Level, and goes up based on group level; these
prices are good until early bird enrollment ends on March 6, 2020. To see pricing for the Accelerate and Elite
Group Levels, as well as monthly payment plan options, visit brandwithcatalyst.com/enroll

KEY DATES:

Monthly Transformation Training™ calls: First Monday of the month at 9am PST (all Group Levels; calls are
recorded)
Office Hours: Second Monday of the Month at 9am PST (Accelerate + Elite Group Levels; calls are recorded)
Power, Purpose, Profit, Peace Retreat: Seattle, Friday, June 19, 2020 (open to the public; admission included
for Elite Group Level)
Mid Year Retreat: Seattle, Friday, June 20, 2020; New Year Retreat: Scottsdale, Friday, January 23, 2021
(clients-only; goal-focused programming, admission included for Accelerate + Elite Group Levels)
1:1 Consultation Calls + Guest Expert Bonus Calls: will be scheduled with you (Elite Group Level)
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RESULTS
CATALYST SIGNATURE PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS HAVE
ACHIEVED RESULTS LIKE:
Developing new product offerings, generating more qualified prospects, and converting more
clients
Significantly increasing their rates
Generating more revenue and personal income
Repositioning their businesses for greater freedom around their desired lifestyles
Gaining an understanding of how to grow a business that is less dependent upon them
Creating a clear vision and mission for their businesses
Successfully differentiating their products and services from competitors
Identifying opportunities to decrease expenses and operational inefficiencies
Finding the confidence to overcome personal obstacles to professional success
Making a greater commitment to personal purpose, legacy, and community impact
Evaluating career evolution as thought leaders, speakers, consultants, and authors

Jenn has been an absolute game-changer in my life. She is by far, one of the best things that have
happened to me and my business. She has helped me to grow confidence in myself enough to raise
my rates (making nearly double what I made prior!), create new offerings in my business, and take
risks I would have been too scared to lean into before! She's been absolutely incredible, and walks her
talk. Jenn shows up with her clients from a spirit of compassion and pure, steadfast belief in our
ability as women entrepreneurs. I cannot recommend her enough! My life has been forever changed
for the better thanks to working with her, and I couldn't be more grateful.
-Dr. Alysondra Duke, founder of Seattle Lady Bosses + The Brink
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THE CATALYST
SIGNATURE PROGRAM

A NOTE FROM FOUNDER JENNIFER MAGGIORE
After more than 15 years experience, it was important to me to share
what I know and to lend my expertise to your success. My journey as
an entrepreneur began as a way to balance making a living with being
present in my children's lives. However, along the way I realized that
as a woman, entrepreneurship represented the ultimate in
empowerment. It allows us the opportunity to reach our greatest
potential for ourselves while leaving a legacy of positive impact for
others.
Self-employment can be isolating, but you don't have to do it alone
and it doesn't have to be a struggle. Stop feeling frustration,
confusion, or lack, and start working toward the lifestyle you want to
create for yourself and your family. Stop wishing and start
implementing grounded, repeatable, effective systems that will grow
your business intentionally and joyfully. I'm excited to share the
practical advice, systems, and support you need to make it happen in
The Catalyst Signature Program.
My purpose is helping women entrepreneurs like you to fulfill theirs. I
invite you to join us at brandwithcatalyst.com/enroll. - Jennifer

P.S. Be sure to mark your calendar for the Power,
Purpose, Profit, Peace Retreat in Seattle - you'll be
invited to join us on Friday, June 19th, 2020 at our
beautiful private Alki Beach estate for an
experience that will transform you and your
business. We'll also have other opportunities to
join us for fun and connection!
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